WHY DIGITAL PICTURE MAIL SHOULD
BE YOUR NEXT UPGRADE
CIDNET Mail combines revenue, security, and inmate wellbeing
to surpass traditional inmate communication systems.

Learn how the following examples use picture mail to transform their facilities.
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MAYFLOWER COUNTY JAIL
Priority: Revenue
For Mayflower County, it had always been hard to keep talented officers in the jail. Benefits and
pay were unattractive compared to the other divisions in the Sheriff’s Department and even other
agencies nearby. Management knew it needed to expand its offerings, but with the current budget,
that seemed impossible.
Enter the Picture Cue. Mayflower was familiar with the CIDNET framework, and when they
learned they could increase their revenue with the flick of a switch, they jumped at the opportunity.
Now, Mayflower is earning more revenue than ever and holding onto their best people.

DAYBEST COUNTY JAIL
Priority: Security
It seemed like the inmates at Daybest County Jail were a different breed. CO’s found sexually explicit
material in every other letter mailed to the jail, and all of it went in the trash. Sifting through an endless
tide of smut was depressing, and the staff needed a better option.
So when Daybest County learned that CIDNET’s Picture Cue feature could automatically block racy
material without staff involvement, their interest was piqued. They’d always been wary of other
picture messaging services, fearful it would become just another avenue for porn to enter the jail.
But CIDNET’s solution was different. It utilized A.I. monitoring technology created by Microsoft,
and offered 3 different levels of moderation strictness. Since transitioning away from physical mail,
Daybest County has been worry-free when it comes to inmate correspondence.

HIGHTOWER COUNTY JAIL
Priority: Inmate Wellbeing
Hightower County Jail didn’t have revenue or security problems. The average 50-bed jail operated
in an area that was relatively quiet. But when a new sheriff was elected in the spring, he saw an
opportunity to make a difference for his little slice of America.
So he made it a priority to modernize. He brought in new technologies like digital picture mail
because he believed the more contact inmates had with the outside world, the better off they’d be in the
long run. Now, the Hightower County Jail is proud to be doing its part to reduce recidivism.

LET’S HAVE A CONVERSATION
Speak With a Representative
Want to discuss what you’ve read? We want to talk to you. Our solutions
advisors are standing by, ready to take your call or answer your email. However
you want to get in touch, we’ll be ready for you.
888-231-3393 EXT: 1
sales@encartele.net

GET MORE INFORMATION
Download Our Catalog
Are you ready to learn more about the technology featured in this whitepaper?
Visit this URL to download a copy of our catalog. It’s a great read, and you’ll
learn everything you want to know:
https://cidnet.net/cidnet-product-catalog/

Make a difference from within the criminal justice system.
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